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West Midlands  

Weekly Economic Impact Monitor 
Issue 45 Publication Date 12/02/21 

This monitor aims to pull together information across regional partners to understand the impacts of 

Covid-19 on the economy. Where possible it will utilise all forms of quantitative and qualitative 

intelligence. However we urge caution in the use of the contents as this is an emerging situation.  

This week the impacts of EU exit and transition continue to unfold in the news and the UK and regional PMI has gone back into 
contraction. As predicted by many forecasters, the ongoing lockdown continues to have a negative impact on the economy, but 
there are some good news stories in the region with £20 million investment in the electricity grid; Jaguar Land Rover's revenue 
and pre-tax profits accelerated; and Mondelez International, owners of Cadbury’s, announced a £15m investment in its site at 
Bournville Birmingham 

Economic performance 
 ILO Monitor: Covid-19 and the world of work confirmed the massive impact that labour markets suffered in 2020. The latest 

figures show that 8.8 per cent of global working hours were lost for the whole of last year (relative to the fourth quarter of 
2019), equivalent to 255 million full-time jobs. This is approximately four times greater than the number lost during the 
2009 global financial crisis. 

 According to Deloitte, weakness in the global economy remains centred around the services sector. The manufacturing 
sector continues to expand at a healthy pace due to strong demand for goods that do not involve or require social 
distancing. 

 Barclaycard said consumer spending last month was down by more than 16% year-on-year, while the monthly BRC/KPMP 
retail sales monitor showed that 63% of all non-food shopping took place online in January – a doubling from the 31% seen a 
year previously. 

 The UK services PMI fell sharply from 49.4 in December to 39.5 in January, indicating a severe decline in activity. The West 
Midlands Business Activity Index decreased from 54.2 in December to 41.5 in January. Although a sharp reduction was seen 
in business activity, the decline was a much slower rate when compared to the first national lockdown. Companies in the 
West Midlands reported the fall in activity was from COVID-19 restrictions and business closures that hindered output. 68% 
of companies surveyed in the West Midlands foresee output growth in the next 12 months. The level of positive sentiment is 
at the highest in four years.   

 In its quarterly update, the NIESR said it now expected the economy to grow by 3.4% in 2021 compared with the 5.9% it had 
been expecting in November. NIESR said the UK would be one of the weakest advanced economies in the first three months 
of 2021. It believes unemployment will rise sharply after the government’s furlough scheme ends in April and will reach 2.5m 
– or 7.5% of the workforce – by the end of the year. 

 MakeUK latest results show 44% of manufacturers currently have no staff furloughed; 52% have already made redundancies; 
only 6.5% are planning further redundancies, 1/2 believe they will achieve full operating levels by the end of 2021; more than 
60% will return to normal in less than 12 months and 2/3 have allowed staff to work flexibly due to school closures. 

 Overall UK footfall for the week ending 31st January 2021 was at 35% of the level seen in the same week of the previous year; 
this also remains unchanged when compared to the previous week (24th January). 

 Companies House data shows there were 16,108 company incorporations in the week ending 29th January 2021, above the 
incorporations recorded for the previous week which was 15,905. This was also higher when compared to the fifth week in 
2020 (12,660) and for 2019 (14,434).   

 Weighted by turnover, across the UK approximately 6% of businesses that have continued trading reported turnover had 
increased by at least 20%. While 38% reported that turnover had not been affected. However, 47% of businesses reported 
turnover had decreased by at least 20% 

 There was also a low of 70 visits over the Christmas week for daily cargo ship visits, this has increased to 101 in the week of 
the 31st January. When compared to February 2020, figures are slightly lower (119).  

 Between the 22nd January and 29th January 2021, for the West Midlands, the total online jobs adverts decreased by 5.9 
percentage points. 

Coronavirus Impacts 
 Centre for Cities propose government should support places to recover from COVID-19 by: boosting Universal Credit; 

supporting workers until social restrictions are lifted; supporting people who have lost their job to retrain; and considering a 
spend out to help out voucher. They recommend that the government should deliver on levelling up by: investing in skills; 
creating jobs; improving city centres; investing in transport; investing in innovation; and pressing ahead with devolution. 

 Institute for Government say that countering the virus may be a perpetual task as it is not likely to be eradicated completely 
due to the difficulties of vaccinating everyone and the likelihood that the virus will mutate into vaccine-resistant strains. 

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_767028.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/global-economic-outlook/weekly-update.html
https://amp.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/08/niesr-uk-growth-forecast-covid-19-unemployment?__twitter_impression=true
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/514aa66dc87149979bbe8bf5edf5b36b
https://www.niesr.ac.uk/latest-quarterly-uk-economic-outlook
http://ow.ly/7gRY30rvfTL
http://ow.ly/wUzq30ruIyA
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 Institute for Employment Studies found that the low-paid have borne the brunt of the coronavirus crisis and are twice as 
likely to be on furlough, have their hours reduced or lose their jobs completely compared with other workers. More likely to 
have had their work disrupted, their health, safety and well-being, household finances, and support needs have been 
stretched. 

 CIPD demonstrate that digital divide in the workplace will disadvantage those companies without the capacity and 
capability to utilise online training.  

 CIPD has also explored the UK Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme and recommend introducing a lower limit to CJRS set at 
the National Minimum Wage; people should continue to work from home until mass vaccination is working; extend CJRS till 
end of June 2021 and announce ahead of the deadline; link CJRS to training for workers furloughed or provide outplacement 
for those at risk of redundancy; and a future scheme should be based on a flat rate wage subsidy set at the National Living 
Wage rate for someone working full time - £1,300 

 International Labour Organization has looked at homeworking key policy areas include improving the visibility of 
homeworkers; raising awareness of their rights and responsibilities; setting fair wages and limiting working hours; ensuring 
safe and healthy workplaces; applying a strategic compliance model of enforcement; ensuring social protection coverage; 
ensuring access to quality childcare; and promoting training and career development. 

 The Open University recommend that social care work is promoted as a suitable career choice to a new audience; a 
nationally recognised career framework is put in place; skills gaps are targeted; and that the sector is sustainably funded. 

 Princes Trust find young people are feeling more anxious than ever before and that this is particularly the case for those not 
in work, education or training (NEET). 60% feel that getting a new job seems impossible at the moment. But ¾ of young 
people agree that their generation can change the future for the better. 

 British Beer & Pub Association (BBPA) trading restrictions and lockdowns caused sales of beer to plummet by 56% in 2020 – 
down by £7.8 billion. 

 Avison and Young reports on UK cities Recovery Indices. finding that Birmingham is tracking ahead of the National Index, at 
61.2 and 57.9 respectively. Following a peak in activity in the run up to Christmas both have fallen to the same level as during 
the second national lockdown in November. Birmingham has performed comparatively very well on the Commercial Activity 
Index compared to other cities and relatively well on residential and retail indices but is lagging on return to office and hotel 
and leisure indices.  

 76% of adults reported they were very or somewhat worried about the effect COVID-19 was having on their life, compared 
with the Great Britain average of 75%. Only 9% of responding West Midlands adults reported that they were somewhat 
unworried or not at all worried (matching GB average). 54% of adults in the West Midlands felt they had enough 
information about government plans to manage COVID-19 (53% GB). 84% of adults in the West Midlands strongly or tend to 
support the current lockdown measures for where they live (87% GB). 

 An increasing number of businesses are enquiring about the availability of Additional Restrictions Grants from local 
authorities, suggesting the availability across LEPs and local authorities is inconsistent. There is broader concern about 
business failure/closure within recipients of both CBILS and BBLS, and the effect on wider taxes to pay for this 

 There has been positive feedback in relation to the Kickstart scheme with businesses creating positions that would not have 
been possible without the level of support and financial assistance the programme provides. It is felt this scheme is essential 
to the country’s longer term COVID recovery strategy. 

 Working from Home is reported to be working very well on the whole. Many businesses are discussing plans for this to 
continue with some suggesting a planned 50/50 split in arrangements post Covid. This has allowed firms to consider larger 
scale adjustments to their property requirements nationally as they continue to revise recovery strategies and future 
planning. 

 Mental health remains a major concern across a number of businesses although most are proactively addressing this with 
enhanced support measures to ensure the ongoing welfare of the team 

Specific Brexit and Transition impacts 
 Exports from Britain to the European Union fell by 68% in January as trade was disrupted after the end of a transition period 

following Britain’s departure from the European Union, according to a trade body representing hauliers. 

 Ongoing issues are still being highlighted including difficulty getting products from Europe; price increases; procedural 
impacts (ie GDPR, licences etc); and supply chain disruption.  

 Many businesses are still reporting that they are not affected by the EU deal - although they have mentioned they have 
noticed difficulties for others. This could suggest a lack of concern caused by some delays or additional costs. Other 
businesses are suggesting that they may not be affected as the economy is not yet operating at full speed, disguising any 
real impact that could become apparent later on. 

New investments and opportunities 
 Electricity distributor Western Power Distribution (WPD) has announced a £20 million investment in the electricity grid to 

boost green growth and jobs across the West Midlands over the next two years. 

 Jaguar Land Rover's revenue and pre-tax profits accelerated during the last three months of 2020. The automotive giant has 
posted profits of £439m for the period to 31 December 2020, up £374m from the prior quarter and up £121m from a year 
ago. 

http://ow.ly/wJhW30rtIKo
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/development/digital-learning-post-covid#gref
http://ow.ly/nlk730ru6oX
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---travail/documents/publication/wcms_765806.pdf
http://ow.ly/HToW30rv4b2
http://ow.ly/yUGD30rv3fe
https://beerandpub.com/2021/02/10/beer-and-pub-sector-leaders-press-government-for-reopening-date-as-sales-plummeted-56-in-2020-down-by-7-8-billion/
https://www.avisonyoung.co.uk/ukcitiesrecoveryindex
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-exports/exports-from-uk-to-eu-down-68-since-brexit-trade-deal-say-hauliers-idUSKBN2A70G1
https://www.business-live.co.uk/economic-development/western-power-distribution-pledges-20m-19802515
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 Mondelez International, owners of Cadbury’s, announced a £15m investment in its site at Bournville Birmingham to 
repatriate 12,000 tonnes of Dairy Milk production.  
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Global, National and Regional Outlook 

Alice Pugh, Anne Green WMREDI 
 

Global 
The International Labour Organisation (ILO) seventh edition of the ILO Monitor: Covid-19 and the World of Work 

confirmed the massive impact that labour markets suffered in 2020. The latest figures show that 8.8 per cent of global 

working hours were lost for the whole of 2020 (relative to the fourth quarter of 2019), equivalent to 255 million full-

time jobs. This is approximately four times greater than the number lost during the 2009 global financial crisis. These 

lost working hours are accounted for either by reduced working hours for those in employment or “unprecedented” 

levels of employment loss, hitting 114 million people. Significantly, 71 per cent of these employment losses (81 million 

people) came in the form of inactivity, rather than unemployment, meaning that people left the labour market because 

they were unable to work, perhaps because of pandemic restrictions, or simply ceased to look for work. Looking at 

unemployment alone drastically understates the impact of COVID-19 on the labour market. These massive losses 

resulted in an 8.3 per cent decline in global labour income (before support measures are included), equivalent to 

US$3.7 trillion or 4.4 per cent of global Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

 

According to Deloitte, weakness in the global economy remains centred around the services sector. The manufacturing 

sector continues to expand at a healthy pace due to strong demand for goods that do not involve or require social 

distancing. However, the services sector, especially retailing, hospitality, and transportation services, has been badly 

disrupted by the need for social distancing. The global manufacturing industry continues to expand at a robust pace, 

driven by moderately strong consumer demand, recovering global supply chains, and rebounding business investment. 

The health of manufacturing is more positive due to the fact that people can still purchase goods and stay away from 

other people. Indeed, global trade in goods has recovered to pre-crisis levels, driven by the rebound in demand for 

manufacturing goods. 

 
Applications to start new U.S. businesses jumped in January, suggesting economic activity was steadily picking again, 
although the coronavirus pandemic continues to pose a risk to growth. The Commerce Department said on Wednesday 
that business applications surged 42.6% to a seasonally adjusted 492,133 last month. The data is derived from business 
applications for tax identifications. There were a seasonally adjusted 54,635 applications from corporations. 
Applications for businesses with planned wages totalled 58,023. Overall, applications increased in all four regions last 
month. This may be due to growing business confidence under the new president as he supports the roll out of a 
vaccine within the US.  
 

National 
Exports from Britain to the European Union fell by 68% in January as trade was disrupted after the end of a transition 
period following Britain’s departure from the European Union, according to a trade body representing hauliers. The 
government did not confirm the data and said disruption at the border had been minimal since Britain completed its 
journey out of the EU’s orbit at the of 2020 following an agreement on trading arrangements. Since the start of 2021 
businesses and hauliers have had to adapt to new trading arrangements, including new systems for companies and 
officials in the British province of Northern Ireland. Experts from the industry are becoming frustrated because they 
feel the government is not taking into account to their expertise.  
 
The UK services PMI fell sharply from 49.4 in December 2020 to 39.5 in January 2021, indicating a severe decline in 
activity. This was driven, in part, by new restrictions meant to deal with the outbreak of the new strain of the virus. 
New orders fell at the fastest pace since May 2020. There was an especially pronounced decline in activity in travel, 
leisure, and hospitality as consumers increasingly stayed at home. Survey respondents indicated that Brexit played a 
role in reducing orders from the EU in January. The full impact of Brexit is hard to discern because the virus situation 
complicates the situation. 
 
Britain’s tough new lockdown measures have dented consumer confidence and reduced spending to levels not seen 
since spring 2020. Both the British Retail Consortium and Barclaycard said spending in January 2021 was at its weakest 
since May 2020 as booming online activity failed to compensate fully for the closure of stores. Barclaycard said 

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_767028.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/global-economic-outlook/weekly-update.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-economy-business/u-s-business-formation-surges-in-january-idUSKBN2AA24C
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-exports/exports-from-uk-to-eu-down-68-since-brexit-trade-deal-say-hauliers-idUSKBN2A70G1
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/514aa66dc87149979bbe8bf5edf5b36b
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/global-economic-outlook/weekly-update.html
https://brc.org.uk/retail-insight/content/retail-sales/retail-sales-monitor/reports/202101_uk_rsm/
https://amp.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/08/niesr-uk-growth-forecast-covid-19-unemployment?__twitter_impression=true
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consumer spending last month was down by more than 16% year-on-year, while the monthly BRC/KPMP retail sales 
monitor showed that 63% of all non-food shopping took place online in January – a doubling from the 31% seen a year 
previously. 
 
In its quarterly update, NIESR said it now expected the economy to grow by 3.4% in 2021 compared with the 5.9% it 
had been expecting in November. The NIESR said the UK would be one of the weakest advanced economies in the first 
three months of 2021. It believes unemployment will rise sharply after the government’s furlough scheme ends in 
April and will reach 2.5m – or 7.5% of the workforce – by the end of the year. 
 
This week the British Beer & Pub Association (BBPA) and sector business leaders have urged the Government to 
provide a clear timeline and date for when pubs can reopen. The call comes as it was revealed that trading restrictions 
and lockdowns caused sales of beer to plummet by 56% in 2020 – down by £7.8 billion. Given the severity of the impact 
that trading restrictions and lockdowns have had on the sector, the BBPA and business leaders of the beer and pub 
industry have published a recovery roadmap to reopen pubs fully after the current lockdown. The roadmap states that 
post vaccination of the most vulnerable, pubs must reopen when non-essential retail and other parts of the hospitality 
sector reopen. It also says that mandatory trading restrictions – such as alcoholic drinks served only with a substantial 
meal, no mixed households and the 10pm curfew – must be removed when pubs reopen in a timely way. 
 
Upon the re-opening of the sector, the BBPA also says the Government will need to continue to provide financial 
support in the form of a stimulus package to ensure businesses do not fail due to unsustainable debt built up during 
the lockdowns. It says an extension to the VAT cut and business rates holiday will be essential, as well as a significant 
beer duty cut, to help pubs trade profitably once more and start to recover from 2020. Without such a plan to reopen, 
trade viably and given further economic support to stimulate recovery, the BBPA says thousands of local pubs will fail 
due to their unsustainable debt and cash burn levels, resulting in local jobs and local pubs that are vital to communities 
throughout the UK being lost for good. However, the government insists that it has a plan for re-opening the economy 
which it will reveal after 22 February. 
 

Regional 
Avison and Young reports on UK Cities Recovery Indices finding that Birmingham is tracking ahead of the National 

Index, at 61.2 and 57.9 respectively. Following a peak in activity in the run up to Christmas both have fallen to the 

same level as during the second national lockdown in November. Birmingham has performed comparatively very well 

on the Commercial Activity Index compared to other cities and relatively well on residential and retail indices but is 

lagging on return to office and hotel and leisure indices.  

 

At 108.7 on 1st February, the Commercial Activity Sector Index has recovered strongly in Birmingham. A sustained 

high level of business confidence has put upward pressure on the Sector Index, sentiment which is reflected in the 

substantial levels of industrial leasing activity that has been observed in the West Midlands.   

 

The substantial post-lockdown boom in the Residential Sector Index maintained a strong level of activity during the 

autumn, peaking at 126.2 in mid-October. It then fell back in the run up to Christmas, to 91.9 on Christmas day but 

has bounced back to 118.9 on 1st February, greater than pre-Covid levels a year ago. This has been underpinned by 

new EPC registrations, while property listings and sales have levelled off. 

There was a rapid recovery in footfall in Birmingham during late June and early July 2020, but these initial gains began 

to fall off at the beginning of September 202. However, there was a resurgence during October half term and again in 

the run up to Christmas, peaking at 56.7 on 22nd December 2020. Footfall has since plummeted to 22.9 on 31st January 

2021, as has Google retail and recreation and the usually steady travel for essentials, following Christmas stockpiling. 

Having climbed gradually from 20.8 in mid-April to 52.5 in mid-October 2020, the Return To Office Sector Index 

recorded a decline to 41.3 during the second lockdown, showing comparative resilience. An uptick in activity during 

December 2020 was reversed during the Christmas holidays and currently sits at 36.5 on 1st February 2021. Apart 

from the Christmas holidays, this is the lowest recording since June 2020. 

https://www.niesr.ac.uk/latest-quarterly-uk-economic-outlook
https://beerandpub.com/2021/02/10/beer-and-pub-sector-leaders-press-government-for-reopening-date-as-sales-plummeted-56-in-2020-down-by-7-8-billion/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-55995855
https://www.avisonyoung.co.uk/ukcitiesrecoveryindex
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The Hotel & Leisure Sector Index for Birmingham is currently at 31, just under halfway between the depths of the first 

lockdown and the high of 78.1 achieved on the August Bank Holiday. There was a modest bounce back over the 

Christmas period following the second national lockdown in November as OpenTable restaurant bookings increased. 

The Mobility Sector Index for Birmingham climbed steadily from 18.9 in mid-April 2020 to a peak of 79.9 on 22nd 

September 2020. However, it has trended downwards since then but with significant peaks in activity during October 

half term and the run up to Christmas when it reached 62. Since Christmas it has fallen back again, recording 47.8 on 

1st February 2021. Driving and walking activity has held up better than transit travel. 

The West Midlands Business Activity Index decreased from 54.2 in December 2020 to 41.5 in January 2021. Although 

a sharp reduction was seen in business activity, the decline was at a much slower rate when compared to the first 

national lockdown. Companies in the West Midlands reported the fall in activity was from COVID-19 restrictions and 

business closures that hindered output. 68% of companies surveyed in the West Midlands foresee output growth in 

the next 12 months. The level of positive sentiment is at the highest in four years.   

Electricity distributor Western Power Distribution (WPD) has announced a £20 million investment in the electricity 

grid to boost green growth and jobs across the West Midlands over the next two years. The company, which looks 

after the electricity network in the Midlands, South Wales and the South West, has launched the initiative to support 

green technologies as the UK attempts to recover from the economic impacts of the covid-19 pandemic. WPD's 

investment will include the upgrade and build of new electrical infrastructure and substations, enabling more green 

developments such as electric vehicle chargers, mass heat pump installations and renewable generation such as 

solar parks to connect to the electricity network. The company has already identified areas where there is interest in 

low carbon technology projects and where some network restrictions exist. However, it is now encouraging 

community groups, developers of low carbon infrastructure and local authorities to submit details of ready-to-go 

green projects to help validate its proposals or highlight areas not currently identified for investment.  

Regional and local intelligence 
Local intelligence suggests that businesses are hard hit by the administrative burdens associated with new trading 

relationships with the EU. This includes paperwork around exports, imports and rules of origin. There is a particular 

concern that the administrative burden on small firms in particular, who cannot afford to buy in expertise, will be 

such that they will choose to withdraw from export markets and/or face difficulties in surviving. This could create 

issues for the maintenance of supply chains going forward.  

With regard to movement of goods between the UK and EU it seems that the situation is improving on the UK side 

but issues remain on the EU side. The real impact of issues concerning movement of goods will not be apparent until 

the economy returns to normal trading levels. A rise in materials costs is evident in manufacturing and construction. 

Movement of people remains an issue. There are ongoing concerns regarding UK workers needing to travel to the EU 

to fulfil contracts (e.g. maintenance engineers) and the time it is taking to process authorisations to travel. There are 

also issues regarding EU citizens working in the UK. In social care salaries tend not to be high enough to meet visa 

requirements. In the arts and culture sector, which is important for the recovery of city centres, various performing 

artists are EU citizens. For workers (often from Germany) who come to the Christmas Markets in Birmingham (and 

elsewhere) the Frontier Worker permit is relevant but applicants need to have worked in the UK by 31 December 

2020 and have kept working in the UK at least once every 12 months since starting to work in the UK. However, with 

Covid-19 some workers will not have worked in the UK in the last 12 months. There are reports that some EU 

workers (e.g. in construction) have not returned to work in the UK since Christmas. The industry expressed concerns 

about this prior to Christmas. 

From 7th February 2021 all businesses with more than 50 employees are able to join the rapid workplace testing 

scheme (using lateral flow tests); previously only employers with more than 250 employees were able to participate. 

While many employers are interested, not all are aware. There are reports that some employers are worried about 

employment relations aspects arising where employees do not wish to be tested.  

Some businesses are gearing up to meet demand for an expected boom in domestic tourism later in 2021.   

https://www.business-live.co.uk/economic-development/western-power-distribution-pledges-20m-19802515
https://www.gov.uk/frontier-worker-permit
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NatWest Purchasing Manager Index (PMI) Survey: West Midlands1 

BCCEIU 
 

The following seasonally adjusted indices vary between 0 and 100, with a reading above 50 indicating an overall 

increase compared to the previous month (expanding economy), and below 50 an overall decrease (contracting 

economy).  

In Summary:  

 The West Midlands Business Activity Index decreased from 54.2 in December 2020 to 41.5 in January 2021. 

Companies in the West Midlands reported the fall in activity was from COVID-19 restrictions and business 

closures that hindered output. The overall UK Business Activity Index decreased to 41.2 in January. 

 Out of the twelve UK regions, the West Midlands region came in at sixth place for the Business Activity Index, 

with London the highest at 44.9 and Scotland the lowest at 33.3 in January 2021.  

 The Future Activity Index registered at 77.5 in January 2021 with optimism stemming from the COVID-19 

vaccine programme and the prediction of reductions in infections.  

In Detail: 

Business Activity Index 
The West Midlands Business Activity Index decreased from 54.2 in December 2020 to 41.5 in January 2021. Although 

a sharp reduction was seen in business activity, the decline was at a much slower rate when compared to the first 

national lockdown. Companies in the West Midlands reported the fall in activity was from COVID-19 restrictions and 

business closures that hindered output.  

The following graph show the West Midlands Business Activity Index trends:          

Source: IHS Market/NatWest, February 2021 

Out of the twelve UK regions, the West Midlands region came in at sixth place for the Business Activity Index, with 

London the highest at 44.9 and Scotland the lowest at 33.3 in January 2021.  

 

 

 

 

The following chart shows the Business Activity Index across all UK regions in January 2021: 

                                                           
1 Source: IHS Markit/NatWest PMI, February 2021 
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Source: IHS Market/NatWest, February 2021 

Demand  
Private sector companies in the West Midlands had a reduction in new work intakes in January 2021, with the pace of 

contraction being the quickest since May 2020. The New Business Index decreased from 52.3 in December 2020 to 

45.9 in January 2021, with the fall in sales primarily due to the services economy.  

Exports2 
The West Midlands Export Climate Index decreased slightly from 52.6 in December 2020 to 52.2 in January 2021. 

However, a reading above 50 indicates further improvement in the health of the region’s export markets.  

For the top five destinations for the West Midlands, there were contractions (below 50) to Ireland and France. The 

following table shows the top export markets for the West Midlands in January:  

Source: IHS Market/NatWest, February 2021 

Business Capacity 
The West Midlands Employment Index declined from 48.8 in December to 45.7 in January. The Employment Index has 

stayed below the 50 mark for the last twelve months, with job shedding for both manufacturing and service sectors. 

Companies in the West Midlands region reported redundancies and the non-renewal of temporary contractors due to 

the third national lockdown. 

The West Midlands Outstanding Business Index has decreased from 51.1 in December 2020 to 49.6 in January 2021 

due to subdued sales and the third national lockdown which allowed the completion of outstanding projects.  

                                                           
2 The West Midlands Export Climate Index is calculated by weighting together national PMI output data according to their importance to the manufacturing 

exports of the West Midlands. This produces an indicator for the economic health of the region's export markets. 
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Prices 
The West Midlands Input Prices Index decreased from 67.1 in December 2020 to 64.1 in January 2021. Although a 

reading above 50 indicates the rate of inflation remained sharp and above its long-run average. West Midlands 

companies reported that the shipping crisis, higher fees for various materials, unfavourable exchange rates and input 

shortages caused the latest rise in expenses.   

For the eighth consecutive month, West Midlands private sector companies increased their selling prices. The West 

Midlands Prices Charged Index increased from 54.2 in December 2020 to 54.8 in January 2021.  

Outlook 
68% of companies surveyed in the West Midlands foresee output growth in the next 12 months.  The level of positive 

sentiment is at the highest in four years. The Future Activity Index registered at 77.5 in January 2021 with optimism 

stemming from the COVID-19 vaccine programme and the prediction of reductions in infections.  

The following chart shows the Future Activity Index across all UK regions in January 2021: 

Source: IHS Market/NatWest, February 2021 

Out of the twelve UK regions, the West Midlands had the third highest Future Business Activity Index.  
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Manufacturing Monitor 

Make UK  

People 

 The latest results report the number of manufacturers that have furloughed staff has increased slightly since the 
end of last year. Now 44.3% of manufacturers have no workers furloughed whilst there has been a marginal rise 
in the share of manufacturers furloughing more than three-quarters of their workforce, emphasising the impact 
the longevity of the pandemic has had on business activity. However, the majority of businesses have still only 
furloughed up to a tenth of their workforce, indicating that average take up is still low in manufacturing. The end 
of the Job Retention Scheme could accelerate joblessness in the sector dramatically in April, and this is on top of 
recent unemployment figures which have shown that unemployment in the manufacturing sector has already 
increased by 50,000 between 2019 and 2020 (ONS). This is the second worst increase in the UK after the hospitality 
industry and concurs with the survey’s latest results which report that a large share of manufacturers have already 
cut staff. 

 The majority of manufacturers have continued to report sales and orders declining in the last two weeks but the 
data is still trending in a positive direction. However, it remains the case that the majority of firms still sit within 
the no-change bracket as trade stalls due to weak demand and Brexit related bureaucracy slowing down inbound 
and outbound trade. 

 The survey reports that 44.3% of manufacturers have no staff currently on furlough, slightly lower than the 
previous 50.8% indicating an overall increase in furloughed employees amongst manufacturers. This is down to 
the implementation of the third national lockdown, despite manufacturers being able to remain open. The results 
show that, 37.8% of manufacturers have furloughed 1-10% of their staff. Similarly, 7.6% have furloughed 11-25%, 
6.5% have furloughed 26-50%, and 1.1% have furloughed 51-75% of staff. 2.7% of firms have furloughed over 75% 
of their workforce1. However the majority of firms have either no staff, or a very small proportion of their staff, 
furloughed indicating a relatively low take up of the scheme. 

 Redundancies continue to be a cause for concern and many still believe once the JRS expires joblessness will rise 
again substantially. The latest data shows 52.5% of manufacturers have already made redundancies due to Covid-
19. However, only 4.4% have cut more than 25% of their total workforce. The majority (32.8%) have cut 1-10% of 
their workforce indicating that many businesses are making small cuts in order to remain operational. 

 Only 6.5% of manufacturers are still planning to make further redundancies over the next 6 months, the lowest 
share of firms to say so since this survey’s inception. This indicates that either most redundancies have already 
been completed or the expectation of a change in business fortune for some as demand returns. Therefore, those 
employees that remain on furlough are likely to be highly skilled professionals who will still be needed once the 
economy’s gears are running again. Nevertheless, 27.2% of manufacturers have still not ruled out making further 
cuts. In terms of what proportion of staff are at risk of losing their jobs, the majority of manufacturers indicated 
redundancies would take place closer to the lower tail of 1-10%. The distribution of redundancies completed 
regionally is illustrated below. 

https://www.makeuk.org/insights/publications/manufacturing-monitor-08022021
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Production and Capacity  

 The latest Manufacturing Monitor survey reports that between 35.6% and 36.6% of manufacturers have seen a 
fall in sales and orders respectively over the last two weeks. Although, this is concerning it is greatly improved on 
previous iterations of the survey which, at its peak, saw over 80% of manufacturers reporting a fall in sales and 
orders. However, the share of firms that sit within the “no change” bracket has increased to 53.9% (from 43.8%) 
for sales and 52.5% (from 41%) for orders highlighting that securing a thin deal with the European Union (EU) has 
not necessarily resulted in an improvement in trade. 

 The breakdown of the magnitude of declines in sales and orders shows the majority of manufacturers have seen 
falls of between 11-25% (21.1% and 19.9% for sales and orders respectively). This is similar to the results of the 
previous Manufacturing Monitor survey. Across both sales and orders, only 13.7% of firms have reported declines 
of over 26% in the last two weeks. 

 Manufacturers continue to operate under extreme circumstances, whilst still keeping jobs alive in many regional 
economies. Yet many uncertainties remain, such as whether the red tape for sending goods to the EU is the new 
normal or just a temporary adjustment period. At the moment, 25.4% of manufacturers are currently operating 
at their full pre-pandemic levels (up from 24.3%). A further 42.2% have achieved 75-99% of their pre-pandemic 
operating levels (up from 35%). Summarising the bottom 75% of the distribution reports 32.4% of manufacturers 
are still operating at somewhere between 1% and 75% of their pre-pandemic levels. Nonetheless, the results 
highlight a positive view that the industry is moving in the right direction as more and more manufacturers slowly 
return to greater operating levels. With the right support from Government on managing the impact of the 
pandemic and the aftermath of Brexit the industry can look forward to returning to 100% of their capacity in due 
course. 

Future expectations and Government support 

 The latest survey indicates that a large cumulative share of manufacturers (61.7%) now believe it will take less 
than 12 months to return to normal trading conditions, with the majority (36.7%) opting for a 6-12 month 
expectation. This is an improvement on previous surveys and indicates business optimism is now trending in an 
upward direction, likely fuelled by the vaccination programme which brings hope to many that we are in one of 
the final acts of the pandemic. 

 The manufacturing sector still needs support from the Government in order to prosper. In particular, the sector 
requires a long-term strategy aimed at creating the conditions required for the innovation, skills and investment 
on which the industry thrives. The survey asked Make UK members again what Government measures should be 
prioritised to support UK manufacturing. The top three priorities includes the following: Waiving business rate bills 
and reducing the cost of business rates (56.8%), extending the job retention scheme beyond April 2021 (47.5%) 
and increasing investment allowances on capital expenditure (45.4%). This is a change from the previous 
Manufacturing Monitor which did not include extending the JRS scheme as a priority for the manufacturing sector. 

 Interestingly, although the sector is more optimistic about a return to normal business they believe that they will 
still need access to the JRS post the current expiration. This is likely motivated by the concern that the current 
lockdown will not be the last and, for as long as the economy is closed, businesses will need a solution to deal with 
the high cost of labour (which is generally the largest variable cost on a business’s account). Cutting employment 
related costs such as NICs was also selected as a preferred option for many firms (43.7%). 
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Review of latest published Research 
Rebecca Riley WMREDI/WMCA 

Coronavirus Impacts 
Centre for Cities reflects on the implications of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic for cities in the UK. They 

consider how it has affected urban life, whether the resulting changes in behaviour will persist and lead to the 

demise of big cities, and what policy support is required to help big cities to achieve the government’s levelling-up 

goal. They look at how much harder COVID-19 has made the levelling-up challenge, and suggest government 

therefore needs to increase its efforts on levelling-up. They propose government should support places to recover 

from COVID-19 by: boosting Universal Credit; supporting workers until social restrictions are lifted; supporting 

people who have lost their job to retrain; and considering a spend out to help out voucher. They recommend that 

the government should deliver on levelling up by: investing in skills; creating jobs; improving city centres; investing in 

transport; investing in innovation; and pressing ahead with devolution.  

 
 
Institute for Government discusses how the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic may affect life in the future and the 

decisions that the UK government may have to make. They argues that countering the virus may be a perpetual task 

as it is not likely to be eradicated completely due to the difficulties vaccinating everyone and the likelihood that the 

virus will mutate into vaccine-resistant strains. They look at how travel restrictions such as outright bans, 

quarantines and the need for coronavirus testing may have to remain for some time and outline the potential impact 

of the pandemic on the NHS, the care home sector and education. They review the positive and negative effects of 

regions having devolved powers and recommend that there needs to be a debate about how to handle the 

economic fallout from the pandemic with decisions to be taken on levels of taxation and welfare benefits as well as 

the level of support for business. They highlights that the pandemic has accelerated a wave of innovation in digital 

technology, artificial intelligence, biological sciences and medicine. They suggest that the government will have to 

discuss the level of risk and constraint that people and businesses are prepared to live with in the future. 

 

http://ow.ly/7gRY30rvfTL
http://ow.ly/wUzq30ruIyA
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Skills and Employment 
Institute for Employment Studies (IES) have analysed the employment and financial impacts of the coronavirus crisis 

on low-paid workers. The draw on information from the Labour Force Survey, interviews with workers in low-income 

households and a consultation with stakeholders to inform the study. They found that the low-paid have borne the 

brunt of the coronavirus crisis and, during the first lock-down, were twice as likely to be on furlough, have their 

hours reduced or lose their jobs completely, as other workers were. The low-paid were more likely to have had their 

work disrupted; their health, safety and well-being; household finances; and support needs stretched. Stakeholder 

feedback suggested that the low-paid need more and better support to deal with the impact of the pandemic. They 

make recommendations including that: the safety net for those on low incomes is strengthened; improved security 

for lower paid workers is legislated for; and skills and training services are invested in. 

 
CIPD presents the findings from an evidence review on digital and online learning within adult vocational education 

and in the workplace and demonstrate that digital divide in the workplace will disadvantage those companies 

without the capacity and capability to utilise online training. They define ‘digital learning’ as ‘learning that is 

facilitated, enabled or mediated using electronic technology for the explicit purpose of training, learning or 

development’. They look at the different types of digital learning: formal digital learning such as courses; informal 

digital learning; and blended or supported learning. They highlight the drivers and barriers to digital learning such as: 

technological barriers – access to reliable devices or wi-fi, lack of technological support, cybersecurity risks; 

instructional barriers e.g. digital competence levels of instructors; and learner barriers e.g. feelings of isolation and 

lack of time for learning. They discuss the impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on digital and online 

learning, noting that the pandemic has accelerated the shift to digital learning, driven by the increase in 

homeworking and the need for new forms of training and support. They recommend that employers create a 

learning philosophy to ensure there is a common vision, understanding and expectation for learning provision within 

the organisation, including how technology will be used to support and engage employees in learning. 

 

http://ow.ly/wJhW30rtIKo
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/development/digital-learning-post-covid#gref
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CIPD has also explored how the UK Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS) was designed and considers the trade-

offs involved and what the CJRS achieved. They look at fairness and who has benefited from the scheme and suggest 

that, for the most part, the CJRS has been popular, largely due to its generosity. Criticism has focused on the way 

some groups have been excluded and highlights that the generosity of the scheme was the result of a conscious 

decision to intervene, protect the status quo, and borrow now and pay back later. They argue that, as 

unemployment is expected to rise to 7.5%, state support might need to focus more heavily on jobseekers. However, 

there is a difficult balance between economic growth and infections, and they make recommendations for the 

current CJRS and for any future wage subsidy scheme. Recommendations include: 

 introducing a lower limit to CJRS set at National Minimum Wage 

 people should continue to work from home until mass vaccination is working 

 extending CJRS until the end of June 2021 and announce ahead of the deadline 

 linking CJRS to training for workers furloughed or provide outplacement for those at risk of redundancy 

 a future scheme based on flat rate wage subsidy set at the National Living Wage rate for someone working 

full time - £1,300 

 
The International Labour Organization has looked at homeworking and provides guidance on policies for decent 

work for homeworkers. They draw on a range of primary and secondary sources, including household labour force 

surveys, country studies of industrial and service-sector home work. They define homework, addressing three types: 

industrial home work – goods production; telework – employees who use information and communications 

technologies to perform their work remotely; home-based digital platform work – service-sector tasks performed by 

crowd-workers. They assess how many homeworkers there are, where they live, and what their characteristics are. 

The report explores how home work is used in production and services, documenting the evolution over time and 

space, the motivations of businesses for relying on home work and consequences for management. It considers what 

the benefits of home work are and what the risks are, analysing the working conditions of homeworkers with respect 

to: wages; working time; work-life balance; gender equality and women’s empowerment; training and career 

prospects; freedom of association and collective bargaining rights; occupational safety and health; and social 

protection. It reviews the legal provisions and provides information on labour laws around the world. The ILO 

discusses how to achieve decent work for homeworkers, and key policy areas include improving the visibility of 

homeworkers; raising awareness of their rights and responsibilities; setting fair wages and limiting working hours; 

ensuring safe and healthy workplaces; eliminating child labour; applying a strategic compliance model of 

enforcement; ensuring social protection coverage; ensuring access to quality childcare; and promoting training and 

career development. Much remains to be done by governments, in consultation and partnership with workers’ and 

employers’ organizations and, where they exist, with associations of homeworkers and of their employers. 

The Open University investigates the issues confronting adult social care in England which have been brought into 

sharp focus by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The work draws on a survey of 500 English leaders and 

managers, from public, private and voluntary sector organisations delivering social care services, to inform the study. 

The study reports on survey results on staffing, skills shortages, career development, future recruitment concerns 

and the impact of the pandemic. The work finds that although most organisations did not currently have staff 

http://ow.ly/nlk730ru6oX
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---travail/documents/publication/wcms_765806.pdf
http://ow.ly/HToW30rv4b2
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shortages they were worried about the impact of Brexit. However there is high turnover of staff in the sector and the 

financial pressures faced and a concern about a lack of career development pathways and universally recognised 

qualifications. They make recommendations that: social care work is promoted as a suitable career choice to a new 

audience; a nationally recognised career framework is put in place; skills gaps are targeted; and that the sector is 

sustainably funded. 

People 
 
The Princes Trust has presented the results of The Tesco Youth Index, a national survey of over 2,000 16- to 25-year-

olds in the UK, which aims to gauge young people’s happiness and well-being. It includes data on subjects such as 

work and education; family relationships; friends; money; qualifications; physical health; and emotional health. The 

study compares the results to previous years’ findings and shows that the scores for emotional health, and work and 

education, are the lowest since the Youth Index started in 2009. The study reveals that the impact that the 

coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is having on young people’s mental health. It finds that young people are feeling 

more anxious than ever before and that this is particularly the case for those not in work, education or training 

(NEET). It is reported that many young people feel worried about their future job prospects with 60% feeling that 

getting a new job seems impossible at the moment. The study highlights that three-quarters of young people agree 

that their generation can change the future for the better. 

 
 
Centre for Policy Studies looks at what the government could do regarding the Universal Credit (UC) uplift, due to 

end in April 2021. This was introduced in March 2020, as part of the government’s response to the impending 

economic impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, representing a £6.6 billion increase in annual welfare 

expenditure if retained permanently. The study highlights the problems with ending the uplift in April such as 

claimants would have insufficient notice of the change in income and the circumstances which led to the uplift being 

introduced may persist. It is argued that, from a fiscal perspective, the crucial point is not that the uplift ends in 

http://ow.ly/yUGD30rv3fe
http://ow.ly/3M2o30ru5lJ
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April, but that it is not retained permanently. Proposals include repackaging the uplift as a COVID-19 hardship 

payment to ensure claimants do not see a sudden fall in income while restrictions are still in place. It explains that 

this would make it easier to prepare people for the eventual withdrawal of support. It is contended that this should 

be combined with a more generous one-off uprating of UC, and that when the additional support is phased out, the 

government should implement improvements to work incentives within UC. It concludes that these measures would 

mean the UC system would be more generous than pre-COVID-19, but the additional spending would be much less 

than £6.6 billion, and they would significantly improve the way the system rewards work. 

International Longevity Centre - UK (ILC-UK) have explored the pension prospects for Generation X, defined as those 

born between 1965 and 1980. They describe how a myriad of issues, including the coronavirus (COVID-19) 

pandemic, high housing costs, caring responsibilities, and job insecurity, have made it difficult for people in their 40s 

and 50s to prepare for their retirement. The research offers insights from a survey of over 6035 UK adults which 

showed that many Gen Xers are pessimistic about their retirement prospects as they have not had sufficient job 

security to build an adequate pension pot. They conclude that there is scope to improve the situation for Generation 

X if central government and employers come together to find ways of helping people build savings. 

Women's Budget Group (WBG) looks at the current social security system in the UK arguing that recent reforms for 

working-age people have disproportionately affected women, especially minority women such as BAME, disabled, 

migrant women and lone parents. They highlight that reform of the benefit system is particularly important in the 

wake of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic which has led to many people struggling financially. They look at the 

gender impact of benefits such as: Universal Credit; Housing Benefit; Child Benefit; Sick Pay; Employment and 

Support Allowance; and Disability Living Allowance. They recommend that government should act to prevent further 

poverty and hardship resulting from the pandemic by getting Universal Credit to claimants sooner by making 

advanced non-repayable grants and increasing Child Benefit to £50 per child. They suggest that the benefit system 

needs reformed more widely, made non-means tested and allocated individually. They argue that the coronavirus 

crisis presents a moment when public attitudes to social security may change with more people than normal relying 

on social protection 

Innovation 
A Cambridge Industrial Innovation Policy report indicates that the UK faces significant challenges as it seeks to return 
to sustained and inclusive growth following the deepest economic recession since the Second World War. There is a 
pressing need to support a swift economic and social recovery from the impacts of COVID-19. Moreover, 
fundamental challenges present before the pandemic are likely to dictate the shape of the UK economy for years to 
come: increasing international competition; erosion of market share in key industries; hollowing out of supply 
chains; the need to reduce carbon emissions; and regional imbalances. Innovation is critical to tackling these 
challenges. While the UK’s expenditure on innovation has historically been lower than some of its closest competitor 
countries, the government has committed to boosting investment in R&D to 2.4% of GDP by 2027 and to increasing 
public funding for R&D to £22 billion per year by 2024–25. Implications for policy include: 

 Important patterns related to the vitality of the UK’s industrial and innovation activity can be lost in aggregation. 

 Sector-level analyses are necessary: not only to uncover underlying trends affecting national performance but 
also to identify areas of comparative advantage, constraints to technology adoption and required policy 
responses. Industrial and technological know-how is needed to identify and interpret key sector trends that are 
not immediately observable from economy-wide figures. 

 This report raises important questions about the interdependence between innovation activity and sector 
competitiveness. A more comprehensive evidence base for industrial strategy (and related policy areas), 
however, should also include analyses of other important variables influencing industrial performance, including, 
for example, capital investment, finance and firm survival rates. 

  

http://ow.ly/tihg30rmwlf
http://ow.ly/jt8630rmpxf
https://www.ciip.group.cam.ac.uk/reports-and-articles/uk-innovation-report/
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Infection Rates 
Alice Pugh WMREDI 

Europe has seen a resurgence in infection rates which is continuing (see graph below).  
 
Since 31 December 2019 and as of week 2021-4, 103 448 210 cases of COVID-19 (in accordance with the applied case 
definitions and testing strategies in the affected countries) have been reported, including 2 236 453 deaths. 

 
 

Latest ONS infection survey data (5th Feb – next release 12th Feb) states:  
 

 In England, the percentage of people testing positive for the coronavirus (COVID-19) decreased in the week 
ending 30 January 2021 but remains high; we estimate that 846,900 people within the community population 
in England had COVID-19 (95% credible interval: 806,500 to 886,700), equating to around 1 in 65 people. 

 In Wales, the percentage of people testing positive remained level in the week ending 30 January 2021; we 
estimate that 42,700 people in Wales had COVID-19 (95% credible interval: 36,200 to 49,500), equating to 
around 1 in 70 people. 

 In Northern Ireland, the percentage of people testing positive decreased in the week ending 30 January 2021; 
we estimate that 28,700 people in Northern Ireland had COVID-19 (95% credible interval: 23,600 to 34,400), 
equating to around 1 in 65 people. 

 In Scotland, the percentage of people testing positive decreased in the week ending 30 January 2021; we 
estimate that 46,100 people in Scotland had COVID-19 (95% credible interval: 39,600 to 53,100) equating to 
around 1 in 115 people. 

 
The map below displays weekly data, which are updated every day here. This map is for 4th February 2021  

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus-data-explorer?zoomToSelection=true&year=latest&country=DEU~FRA~ITA~ESP~GBR~USA~NLD~PRT~GRC~CHE~BEL~SWE~NOR~AUT&region=World&casesMetric=true&interval=smoothed&hideControls=true&perCapita=true&smoothing=7&pickerMetric=location&pickerSort=asc
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/geographical-distribution-2019-ncov-cases
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/conditionsanddiseases/bulletins/coronaviruscovid19infectionsurveypilot/24december2020
https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details/interactive-map
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Regional Data 
The Coventry, Solihull and Warwickshire Epidemiology and Intelligence Cell have created a dashboard which looks at 

covid data on a regional level. Data below: 

 

As can be seen from the charts below in the first lockdown infections were higher in the older age groups, whereas 

now younger people are being infected (n.b. there will be some effect from higher testing but symptomatic cases 

presenting for testing are also more prevalent now). 

 

 

https://www.coventry.gov.uk/info/195/facts_about_coventry/2437/health_and_wellbeing/4
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Covid-19 Hospital Activity 
A number of data collections have been implemented to support incident management. The collections were 

activated at short notice and the content of the collections has evolved as the incident has developed. The data 

collected is classified as management information. It has been collected on a daily basis with a tight turn round time. 

No revisions have been made to the dataset. Any analysis of the data should be undertaken with this in mind. 

 

 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/
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Total reported admissions to hospital and diagnoses in hospital 

The table below shows the latest daily rates 

 

Mechanical Ventilation beds - occupied by confirmed COVID-19 patients 

 

Total beds - occupied by confirmed COVID-19 patients (as at 08:00) 
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Weekly Deaths Registered 8th January 2021 

BCCEIU 
 
The following analysis compares the latest available time period (the week of the 29th January 2021) to the previous 

week period (the week of the 22nd January 2021) for the number of deaths registered and the number of deaths 

related to the Coronavirus.  

Across England and Wales, the overall registered death figures decreased from 18,676 in the week of the 22nd January 

to 18,448 in the week of 29th January. The number of deaths registered that state Coronavirus on the death certificate 

experienced an increase from 8,422 people to 8,433 people over the same period.  

Regional level analysis shows that the West Midlands’ overall registered death figure increased from 1,925 people in 

the week 22nd January to 1,926 in the week of 29th January. The number of registered deaths related to Coronavirus 

has increased from 844 people to 870 over the same period.  

There was a total of 1,373 deaths registered across the WMCA (3 LEP) area in the week of the 29th January. There were 

653 deaths registered that were related to Coronavirus over the same period – accounting for 47.6% of total deaths. 

The WMCA (3 LEP) area accounted for 75.1% of the 870 Coronavirus related deaths registered in the West Midlands 

Region. In comparison to the week of the 22nd January, the overall registered death figures in the WMCA (3 LEP) area 

increased by 21, while the number of deaths related to Coronavirus increased by 41 people.  

At a local authority level, Birmingham accounted for 27.7% (181) of deaths related to Coronavirus in the WMCA (3 

LEP), this is followed by Sandwell at 11.5% (75 deaths).  

Of deaths involving Coronavirus registered in the week of the 29th January, 72.7% (475) were in registered in a hospital, 

17.5% (114) were in a care home, 8.0% (52) were registered as at home. 1.4% (9) of deaths were registered in a hospice, 

0.3% (2) of deaths were registered were classed as elsewhere and 0.2% (1) of deaths were registered in an other 

communal establishment.   

Place and number of deaths registered that are related to Coronavirus in the week of 29th January 2021: 

 

 Source: ONS, Death registrations and occurrences by local authority and health board, 9th February 2021 
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Transport Data 
Anne Shaw TFWM 
 

 
 

Demand for travel remains consistent with little change from last week. 

The table provides intel in terms of the levels of services and the use of the network per mode compared to pre lock 

down 1 levels this time last year, the day before and the week before (2nd February). 

 

 
* Data is only currently available up to 4th January, this is pre national lockdown and it is anticipated patronage levels will drop further 
when the data is available.  
** As last week was the festive period network usage figures will have been different when compared to the pre festive period. Next 
week’s figures should show a truer reflection of network usage.  
 
Following the introduction of further Covid measures, transport services remain at their current levels with social 
distancing measures in place.  
 
We continue to monitor the network and carry out relevant actions to assist with managing capacity to ensure 
compliance with social distancing. In addition, we are also continuing to encourage and enforce on the network the 
wearing of face coverings.  
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ONS Weekly Release Indicators 

BCCEIU 
ONS Weekly Release Indicators 

On the 4th February 2021 the ONS released the weekly publication containing data about the condition of the UK 

society and economy from the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The statistics are experimental and have been devised to provide timely information. The following summary contains 

footfall data, initial results from Wave 23 of the Business Impact of Coronavirus Survey (BICS), national company 

incorporations and voluntary dissolution applications, shipping, experimental online job advert indices and results 

from Wave 43 of the Opinions and Lifestyle Survey (OPN).   

National Footfall 
Customer activity figures are provided by Springboard. The volume of footfall has been compared to the same day the 

previous year (i.e. Sunday 31st January 2021 will be compared to Sunday 2nd February 2020).  

Overall UK footfall for the week ending 31st January 2021 footfall was at 35% of the level seen in the same week of the 

previous year, this also remains unchanged when compared to the previous week (24th January).  

For the week ending 31st January, footfall at retail parks was 61% of the level seen for the same week in 2020. Footfall 

for high streets and shopping centres were at 27% of levels seen for the same period in 2020. When compared to the 

previous week (24th January), retail parks increased by 5%, high streets decreased by 2% and shopping centres 

increased by 1%.  

Volume of footfall, percentage change from the same day the previous year, UK, 1st March 2020 to 31st January 

2021: 

Source: Springboard and the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy  
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National Company Incorporations and Voluntary Dissolution 
Companies House data shows there were 16,108 company incorporations in the week ending 29th January 2021, 

above the incorporations recorded for the previous week which was 15,905. This was also higher when compared to 

the fifth week in 2020 (12,660) and for 2019 (14,434).   

Also, for the week ending 29th January, there were 5,667 voluntary dissolution applications, this was higher than the 

previous week at 4,828. Although, this was lower than voluntary dissolution applications in the fifth week of 2020 

(6,418) and in 2019 (6,117).  

Business Impact of the Coronavirus  
The initial results from Wave 23 of the Business Impact of Coronavirus Survey (BICS) cover the period of 11th - 24th 

January, with a response rate of 21.8%. The survey was live from the 25th January to 2nd February. National statistics 

are based on weighted estimates.   

Trading Status 

Weighted by count of UK businesses, 70% of responding businesses across the UK had been trading for more than the 

last 2 weeks. 2% of responding businesses who had temporarily paused trading reported to have started trading in the 

last 2 weeks. 3% of businesses that have temporarily paused trading but intend to restart trading in the next two 

weeks. While 22% of businesses that have temporarily paused trading that do not intend to restart trading in the next 

two weeks and 3% of businesses have permanently ceased trading. 

Financial Performance  

Weighted by turnover, across the UK approximately 6% of businesses that have continued trading reported turnover 

had increased by at least 20%. While 38% reported that turnover had not been affected. However, 47% of businesses 

reported turnover had decreased by at least 20% and 9% of businesses were not sure.  

Shipping 
Shipping data is based on counts of all ships and also cargo and tanker ships and it is expected that these indicators 

will be related to the import and exports of goods. These indicators are at a national level and is provided by 

exactEarth.   

The week period over Christmas showed a low of 191 visits from all ships, this has increased to 290 visits in the week 

ending 31st January. The latest week levels remain lower than levels seen on the 2nd February (389 visits).  

There was also a low of 70 visits over the Christmas week for daily cargo ship visits, this has increased to 101 in the 

week of the 31st January. When compared to February 2020, figures are slightly lower (119).  

Online Jobs Adverts  
These estimates are experimental figures are taken from jobs adverts provided by Adzuna. Previously the analysis 

compared the latest period with the whole of the previous year average. This has now changed to show the percentage 

change from the same week in the previous year for each category. This will remove some of the seasonality that 

previous comparisons may have contained. The Adzuna categories do not correspond to SIC categories and therefore 

not comparable with the ONS Vacancy Survey.   

Nationally, between the 22nd January and 29th January total online job adverts increased by 4.2 percentage points. On 

the 29th January, total online job adverts were at 77.8% of the levels seen in the same week as the previous year. Out 

of the 28 categories (excluding unknown) 22 increased from the previous week (22nd January), with the highest 

increase in level by 16.7 percentage points. Although for the week of the 29th January 2021, it was at 73.3% of the level 

seen in the same week in the previous year. The highest decrease from the previous week was part-time/weekend 

work by 22.5 percentage points. Part-time/ week work was at 61.0% of the level seen in the same week of the previous 

year.   

Between the 22nd January and 29th January, for the West Midlands, the total online jobs adverts decreased by 5.9 

percentage points. Four of the UK regions experienced an increase over this period with Northern Ireland the highest 

increase by 18.6 percentage points. The largest decrease was in London by 21.7 percentage points.  
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On the 29th January, total online job adverts for the West Midlands were at 84.2% of the levels seen in the same week 

as the previous year. Northern Ireland was at 138.3% of levels seen in the same week as the previous year, with London 

the lowest region at 62.9% of the level seen in 2020.  

The following chart shows the total weekly job adverts on Adzuna, for all regions and the West Midlands, 3rd January 

2020 to 29th January 2021: percentage change from the same week in the previous year: 

 

Source: Adzuna  

Social Impacts of the Coronavirus 
The following section shows results from Wave 43 of the Opinions and Lifestyle Survey (OPN) which covers the period 

of 27th to 31st January. 

Impact on People’s Life Overall 
Across the West Midlands region, 76% of adults reported they were very or somewhat worried about the effect COVID-

19 was having on their life, below the Great Britain average of 75%. Only 9% of responding West Midlands adults 

reported that they were somewhat unworried or not at all worried (matching GB average).  

63% of adults in the West Midlands reported the main impact COVID-19 was having on their lives was the lack of 

freedom and independence (67% GB).  

The following chart shows how COVID-19 is affecting West Midlands adults and also the overall all persons total 

between 27th to 31st January: 
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47% of working adults reported work had been affected from the COVID-19 pandemic (50% GB). 

Well-Being, Loneliness and Perceptions of the Future 
Average personal well-being scores for life satisfaction was 6.3 in the West Midlands (6.4 GB), worthwhile was 7.0 in 

the West Midlands (7.1 GB), happiness was 6.3 for West Midlands adults (6.4 GB) and feeling anxious was recorded at 

4.7 for West Midlands adults (4.3 GB). 

45% of adults in the West Midlands region reported high levels of anxiety (37% for GB).  

28% of adults in the West Midlands reported to often/always or some of the time to feeling lonely (27% GB). While 

43% reported hardly ever or never feeling lonely in the West Midlands (46% GB). 

11% of West Midlands adults believe it will take 6 months or less before life returns to normal (17% GB). While 35% 

of West Midlands adults believed it will take 7 to 12 months (33% GB). 38% of West Midlands adults think it could take 

more than a year to return back to normal (29% GB) and 3% for the West Midlands adults thought it would never go 

back to normal (4% GB).  
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Government Guidelines 
54% of adults in the West Midlands felt they had enough information about government plans to manage COVID-19 

(53% GB). 84% of adults in the West Midlands strongly or tend to support the current lockdown measures for where 

they live (87% GB). 4% of West Midlands adults strongly or tend to oppose the lockdown measures (6% GB).  

76% of adults in the West Midlands region reported it was very easy or easy to understand the current lockdown 

measures (77% GB). 8% of West Midlands adults found them difficult or very difficult to understand the measures (9% 

GB).  

77% of adults in the West Midlands region reported it was very easy or easy to follow the current lockdown measures 

(78% GB). 9% of West Midlands adults found them difficult or very difficult to follow the measures (matching GB 

average).  

Mass Testing and Vaccines 
In the West Midlands, 81% of adults strongly or tend to support mass testing (79% GB). With 2% strongly or tend to 

oppose mass testing (matching GB average). 

68% of adults in the West Midlands were very or fairly likely to get a test for COVID-19 even if they did not have any 

symptoms (69% GB). While 16% were very or fairly unlikely to get a test without symptoms (17% GB).  

18% of responding adults In the West Midlands region have received a vaccine (16% GB) a further 5% have been 

offered a vaccine and waiting to be vaccinated (6% GB). 77% have not received or been offered the vaccine (78% GB).  

88% of adults in the West Midlands were very or fairly likely to have a vaccine if it was offered to them (91% GB). While 

3% of West Midlands adults were very or fairly unlikely (4% GB) to have the vaccine if offered.  
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LEP Level Intelligence 
HEADLINES 

SECTOR KEY CONCERNS 

Cross Sector 

COVID-19 and Related Support 
Growth Hubs in the region continue to receive distressed calls from businesses and sole 
traders who are facing financial difficulties and struggling to cope without further Covid-19 
support. This is particularly related to an anticipation that they will have to make 
redundancies by the time the Job Retention Scheme (furlough) ends at the end of April 2021 
– unless it is further extended. This is against the backdrop of some positive stories from 
major Midlands businesses this week: 

- Jaguar Land Rover's revenue and pre-tax profits accelerated during the last three 
months of 2020; new figures have revealed. The automotive giant has posted profits 
of £439m for the period to 31 December 2020, up £374m from the prior quarter and 
£121m from a year ago. JLR added that its revenue for the quarter totalled £6bn, a 
rise of £1.6bn from the second quarter while still lower than pre-Covid levels a year 
ago. 

- Mondelez International, owners of Cadbury’s, announced a £15m investment in its 
site at Bournville Birmingham to repatriate 12,000 tonnes of Dairy Milk production 
(125 million tablets). 

However, the ongoing lockdown continues to provide a bleak picture for many businesses, as 
reflected by business confidence in the region dropping back into negative territory. This is 
according to the latest Business Barometer from Lloyds Bank Commercial Banking, reporting 
that confidence in the region has fallen eight points during January to -4 per cent.  
 
An increasing number of businesses are enquiring about the availability of Additional 
Restrictions Grants from local authorities, suggesting the availability across LEPs and local 
authorities is inconsistent. There is broader concern about business failure/closure within 
recipients of both CBILS and BBLS, and the effect on wider taxes to pay for this.  
 
Additional issues raised related to COVID 19 and accompanying support this week include: 

 Furlough Holiday Pay – Businesses are reporting that at the beginning of the pandemic 
they were only partly using the furlough (CJRS) scheme although latterly have been 
hugely reliant in order to survive. Companies involved in the medical and health sectors, 
that have seen a significant reduction in sales, are suggesting that this is a result of direct 
central government procurement, where before were healthy and sustainable 
businesses.  

 Employment & Kickstart/Apprentices  
- There has been positive feedback in relation to the Kickstart scheme with 

businesses creating positions that would not have been possible without the level of 
support and financial assistance the programme provides. It is felt this scheme is 
essential to the country’s longer term COVID recovery strategy. 

- This is in the backdrop of a recent survey that reports on the dramatic impact of 
Covid-19 on the future of vocational learning. The latest In-Comm Training 
Barometer has revealed that 64% of companies had failed to invest in new 
apprentices over the last 12 months, and a worrying picture of cuts to training 
budgets (51%) and shelving of future plans to take on young workers (53%).  

 Working from Home (WFH) & Mental Health  

- WFH is reported to be working very well on the whole. Many businesses are 
discussing plans for this to continue with some suggesting a planned 50/50 split in 
arrangements, post Covid. This has allowed firms to consider larger scale 
adjustments to their property requirements, nationally as they continue to revise 
recovery strategies and future planning.  

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/08/covid-19-having-dramatic-impact-on-future-of-vocational-learning-says-new-report/
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SECTOR KEY CONCERNS 

- Mental Health remains a major concern across a number of businesses although 
most are proactively addressing this with enhanced support measures to ensure the 
ongoing welfare of the teams.  

 Testing - Regular rapid-result coronavirus testing is to be made available more widely to 
employees who are continuing to travel to work during the lockdown, the Government 
has announced. Officials said the move is part of efforts to “normalise” testing in the 
workplace and ensure the safety of those who cannot work from home by identifying 
asymptomatic carriers of Covid-19. Ministers is expanding the programme by offering 
access to lateral flow tests, which can produce results in less than 30 minutes, to 
businesses with more than 50 employees. 

 
UK Transition 
Ongoing issues are being reported by some businesses in the West Midlands. Key points 
include: 

 Difficulty getting products to and from Europe: 
- Goods stuck in customs clearance / awaiting VAT status / port delays affecting 

supply chains  
- Delays caused by issues at ports and the completion /submission /processing of 

paperwork. 
- EU logistics companies are cancelling freight incoming. There is a suggestion that the 

EU are causing deliberate delays, where they know a UK supplier will meet their 
needs, and are looking at local options more closely rather than rely on trusted 
sources. Some local businesses think shipping to the UK is being banned in other EU 
countries because it is just too difficult at the moment. 

- Confusion at EU end as to processes and procedures. 
- Confusion over documentation requirements.  
- Cancelled or postponed orders due to the Northern Ireland Protocol. 

 Price increases 
- Increased costs associated with both importing and exporting. 
- Concern at costs of documentation relative to small order values. 
- Additional and unanticipated bank charges for receiving money from EU. 

 Other procedural issues 
- GDPR has been raised by a number of clients concerned they may be in breach of 

the rules, although are seeking clarification. Growth Hub staff are handling these 
enquiries and making suitable referrals to training partners such as DIT. 

- Uncertainty whether export licenses are required 
- Some businesses have admitted that they are sending smaller goods as “gifts” in an 

attempt to circumvent border checks and delays. 

 All of the above are causing some trading businesses to take action to remain 
operational and competitive: 
- Freight forwarders locally are setting up businesses in France and Ireland to support 

easier trade with European customers. 
- Enquiries about how to set up an entity in the Single Market to alleviate additional 

administrative burdens. 
Despite this, many businesses are still reporting that they are not affected by the EU Deal - 
although have mentioned they have noticed difficulties for others. This could suggest a lack 
of concern caused by some delays or additional costs. Other businesses are suggesting that 
they may not be affected as the economy is not yet operating at full speed, disguising any 
real impact that could become apparent later on. 
 

Start-Ups and New Business Models  
- Growth Hub teams continue to deal with a good volume of new enquiries and 

business as usual. Common topics include assistance required with Digital and 
eCommerce projects, Start Up support enquiries, Business Development planning, 

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/07/mass-covid-testing-to-be-expanded-to-businesses-with-more-than-50-staff/
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SECTOR KEY CONCERNS 

Sales & Marketing and other general support enquiries. Many of these are resulting 
in subsequent Partner Referrals. 

 

Schemes and Grants 
- Quite a few businesses are constantly asking about further growth grants scheme 

availability as they look to the future and how they can adapt their business to the 
new normal. There has been an upturn in the number of pre-start-up enquiries, 
particularly seeking start-up funding support. 

- Some businesses continue to press on with Investment Projects with a good volume 
of applications underway as well as a steady pipeline of enquiries and interest from 
businesses across all sectors. Capital equipment is the most common although 
Green Projects are becoming more frequent as companies seek to ensure they are 
playing their part in Government’s plans to become Carbon Neutral. 

 
Manufacturing  

UK Transition  
As above, there is continued signs of EU Exit related problems surfacing – that are likely to 
disproportionately affect manufacturing. For example: 

 Goods stuck in customs clearance / awaiting VAT status / port delays affecting supply 
chains  

 Delays caused by issues at ports and the completion / submission / processing of 
paperwork 

 EU logistics companies are cancelling freight incoming. 

 Confusion at EU end as to processes and procedures. 

 Confusion over documentation requirements.  

 Increased costs associated with both importing and exporting. 

 According to MakeUK (Feb 2021), 8 in 10 manufacturers are experiencing some form 
of disruption to their supply chains (although not all of these are EU-UK related). 

Retail 

 Retail footfall plunged by almost two-thirds in January following the latest set of 
lockdown restrictions, although experts have said shopping locations have fared notably 
better than during the first UK lockdown. Research firm Springboard’s monthly footfall 
monitor revealed that shopper numbers slid by 65.6% across UK shopping destinations in 
January compared to the same month last year.  

 The UK fashion industry has written an open letter to the prime minister calling for 
urgent support, claiming that post-Brexit trade restrictions threaten its survival. More 
than 400 leading figures have signed the letter, which claims that the fashion industry 
has “been disregarded in this deal". One of the primary concerns outlined in the letter is 
the lack of frictionless trade now that the UK has left the customs union and the bloc’s 
single market, something that has already resulted in several firms relocating to the EU. 

Hospitality 

 Pubs across the region are pleading with the Government to reconsider how they are 
allowed to reopen, suggesting that, if the rules are similar to that of last year’s tier 
system or do not allow the sale of alcohol, then they may as well just stay closed – 
because it won’t be worth opening. 

 

 

  

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/04/shopper-footfall-slides-almost-two-thirds-amid-january-lockdown/
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/brexit-uk-fashion-industry-support-b1796173.html
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/09/slow-death-for-black-country-and-staffordshire-pubs-as-lockdown-lingers/
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NEW ECONOMIC SHOCKS 

COMPANY LOCATION SECTOR SOURCE/DETAIL 

Boohoo & 
Arcadia 
Group 

Black 
Country 

and wider 
region 

Retail Around 2,450 staff have been told that their jobs have been axed 
after clothes website Boohoo bought Dorothy Perkins, Wallis and 
Burton for £25.2 million. But it does not include the brands’ 214 
remaining shops, which will close, according to administrators 
from Deloitte. 

Santander Black 
Country 

and wider 
region 

Banking High street lender Santander has signalled further possible job cuts 
and branch closures as it continues to slash costs after seeing 
profits nearly halve in 2020. 

Mondelez 
International 

(Cadburys) 

Bournville, 
Birmingham 

Confectionery 
manufacturing 

The owner of Cadbury is set to return more of its Dairy Milk 
production to its historic Bournville factory. Mondelez 
International - which owns the chocolate brand - said some 
production in continental Europe would return to the UK. 
Announcing a £15m investment at the Birmingham site, the 
company said from 2022, 125 million more Dairy Milk bars would 
be manufactured there. 

Codemasters Leamington 
Spa 

Digital and 
Creative 

Investment firms continue to increase and lower their stakes in 
Warwickshire-headquartered video game maker Codemasters as 
its takeover from EA, which values it at £945m, is progressing. 
Oddo BHF Asset Management SAS, which is based in Paris, has 
snapped up a 3.02 per cent holding in the listed company. In a 
separate deal, JP Morgan Chase has lowered its investment from 
8.54 per cent to 5.95 per cent. London-based Sand Grove Capital 
Management has also diluted its shares from a 5.24 per cent stake 
to 4.64 per cent. 

Economy-
wide 

Region-
wide 

All  Business confidence in the West Midlands has dropped back into 
negative territory, according to a new economic report. 
According to the latest Business Barometer from Lloyds Bank 
Commercial Banking, confidence in the region has fallen eight 
points during January to -4 per cent. Companies in the West 
Midlands reported higher confidence in their own business 
prospects month-on-month, up five points at 6 per cent.  
However, when taken alongside their views of the economy, down 
21 points to -13 per cent, this gives a headline confidence reading 
of -4 per cent. 

Economy-
wide 

Region-
wide 

All  More than two thirds of Midlands business leaders are ‘confident’ 
of growth this year, according to new research from PR agency 
Story Comms.  
The findings, drawn from the agency’s Midlands: Graft & Grow 
report, show that while three quarters (78 per cent) of businesses 
aren’t ‘bouncing back’ yet, the region’s leaders are optimistic. 
Despite a difficult year they are looking ahead and planning a clear 
route to growth, with two thirds (66 per cent) believing they will 
see pre-pandemic growth levels from July 2021, and 15 per cent 
expecting it sooner. 

Listed 
Companies 

Region-
wide 

Various Listed businesses in the West Midlands recorded a 46% increase in 
the number of profit warnings in 2020 when compared to 2019. In 
total 38 profit warnings were issued by the region’s listed 
businesses, compared to 26 in the previous year. Listed businesses 
in the West Midlands recorded a 46% increase in the number of 
profit warnings in 2020 when compared to 2019. In total 38 profit 
warnings were issued by the region’s listed businesses, compared 
to 26 in the previous year. 

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/08/around-2500-jobs-lost-as-boohoo-snaps-up-dorothy-perkins-wallis-and-burton/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/08/around-2500-jobs-lost-as-boohoo-snaps-up-dorothy-perkins-wallis-and-burton/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/08/around-2500-jobs-lost-as-boohoo-snaps-up-dorothy-perkins-wallis-and-burton/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/03/santander-warns-of-cost-cutting-action-as-profits-plunge-44/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-birmingham-55938419
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-birmingham-55938419
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-birmingham-55938419
https://www.insidermedia.com/news/midlands/investment-firms-continue-to-trade-codemasters-shares
https://www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/latest-news/news/2021/2/1/region-s-business-confidence-slips-into-red-amid-national-lockdown/?utm_source=Daily+News+Subscribers+-+Website+Subscriptions&utm_campaign=7a316eeabe-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_02_01_08_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_98257483f6-7a316eeabe-116593941
https://www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/latest-news/news/2021/2/1/region-s-business-confidence-slips-into-red-amid-national-lockdown/?utm_source=Daily+News+Subscribers+-+Website+Subscriptions&utm_campaign=7a316eeabe-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_02_01_08_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_98257483f6-7a316eeabe-116593941
https://www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/latest-news/news/2021/2/1/leaders-confident-of-growth-in-2021-report/?utm_source=Daily+News+Subscribers+-+Website+Subscriptions&utm_campaign=7a316eeabe-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_02_01_08_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_98257483f6-7a316eeabe-116593941
https://www.greaterbirminghamchambers.com/latest-news/news/2021/2/1/leaders-confident-of-growth-in-2021-report/?utm_source=Daily+News+Subscribers+-+Website+Subscriptions&utm_campaign=7a316eeabe-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_02_01_08_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_98257483f6-7a316eeabe-116593941
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048349-profit-warnings-by-listed-businesses-jump-46
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048349-profit-warnings-by-listed-businesses-jump-46
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COMPANY LOCATION SECTOR SOURCE/DETAIL 

Economy-
Wide 

Region-
wide 

All There was a rapid decrease in the number of permanent staff 
appointments during January amid reports that firms were 
postponing hiring decisions due to stricter Covid lockdown 
measures and substantial uncertainty. According to the KPMG 
and REC, UK Report on Jobs: Midlands, temp billings continued 
to rise, however, with the rate of increase sharp, despite 
easing.  

 

  

https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048493-fall-in-permanent-appointments-as-firms-hold-off-hiring-decisions
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048493-fall-in-permanent-appointments-as-firms-hold-off-hiring-decisions
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NEW INVESTMENT, DEALS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 

COMPANY LOCATION SECTOR DETAIL & SOURCE 

ASOS Black 
Country 

and wider 
region 

Retail 
Asos has confirmed it has sealed the takeover of Topshop and 
three other brands from the collapse of the Arcadia retail empire 
for £265 million. 

Aldi Black 
Country 

and wider 
region 

Retail Supermarket chain Aldi is to invest more than £19 million in new 
and upgraded stores across the West Midlands this year, creating 
more than 500 jobs. It expects to open four new stores in 
Tamworth, Birmingham, Biddulph and Coventry. Aldi will also 
refurbish four existing sites including its Goldthorn Hill and 
Howard Street stores in Wolverhampton, Burton upon Trent and 
Worcester before the end of the year. 

Severn Trent  Black 
Country 

and wider 
region 

Water 
treatment 

Water company Severn Trent says that new proposals to improve 
the environment, including tackling flooding, will create new jobs 
in the West Midlands. It is also taking on 500 young people under 
the Government's Kickstart programme. 

Commonwealth 
Games 

Region-
wide 

Retail Around 300 jobs will be created at dozens of stores to open selling 
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games merchandise. About 35 
official retail stores will be set up, including a Birmingham city 
centre megastore, and at a number of other city centre locations, 
transport hubs, Games venues and temporary live sites. 

HS2 Ltd Black 
Country 

and wider 
region 

Rail The company leading the delivery of HS2 has launched a new jobs 
website to promote an estimated 20,000 roles it says phase one 
will create in the years ahead. 

Consilium 
Recruit 

Stratford-
upon-Avon 

Recruitment 
Services 

Stratford-upon-Avon based Consilium Recruit has landed a 
contract to recruit for a £33m maritime transport project. The 
specialist jobs firm has been chosen by Belfast-based Artemis 
Technologies, which has been awarded £33m from the Strength in 
Places Fund, to lead on the development of new zero emissions 
hydrofoil ferries and future maritime transport systems. 

The MTC Coventry / 
Rugby 

Engineering, 
Training, 

Manufacturi
ng 

The Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC), a facility in Coventry 
dedicated to supporting manufacturers to benefit from new 
technologies, is launching a 5G private network to help 
manufacturers boost productivity via 5G use cases. MTC is 
launching the capability in partnership with 5G partners 
comprising West Midlands 5G (WM5G), Worcestershire 5G (W5G) 
and its technology partner BT. 

Sumo Group Leamington 
Spa 

Digital and 
Creative 

Video games developer Sumo Group says it is acquiring PixelAnt 
Games, which is based in Wroclaw, Poland. The video games 
industry is growing rapidly in Poland. PixelAnt, which was founded 
in July 2020, is well known to the Sumo Digital management with 
its team of 13 developers currently working entirely on Sumo 
Digital projects. 

Royal 
Shakespeare 

Company (RSC) 

Stratford-
upon-Avon 

Arts, Leisure 
and 

Entertainme
nt  

A multimillion-pound project to renovate and partially redevelop 
the Royal Shakespeare Company's (RSC's) costume workshops in 
Stratford-upon-Avon has been completed. Stepnell led the 
renovation of the grade II-listed site, which required retention and 
heritage remedial works. The scheme was valued at £8.7m when 
work got underway in May 2018 but has now been described as 
costing more than £6m. 

  

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/02/01/asos-buys-topshop-and-three-other-brands-from-arcadia-collapse/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/01/aldi-to-create-500-west-midlands-jobs-with-expansion/#:~:text=Supermarket%20chain%20Aldi%20is%20to,creating%20more%20than%20500%20jobs.&text=The%20latest%20investment%20is%20part,in%20the%20UK%20by%202025.
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/04/severn-trent-to-create-jobs-and-improve-environment/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/06/300-jobs-to-be-created-as-commonwealth-games-merchandise-goes-on-sale/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/06/300-jobs-to-be-created-as-commonwealth-games-merchandise-goes-on-sale/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/business/2021/02/03/new-jobs-platform-to-promote-20000-roles/
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048497-specialist-jobs-firm-wins-contract-to-recruit-for-33m-maritime-transport-project
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048497-specialist-jobs-firm-wins-contract-to-recruit-for-33m-maritime-transport-project
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048468-manufacturing-technology-centre-trials-5g-private-network-to-help-manufacturers-boost-productivity
https://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2048342-strategic-250000-acquisition-for-listed-video-games-group
https://www.insidermedia.com/news/midlands/rsc-costume-workshop-project-completed
https://www.insidermedia.com/news/midlands/rsc-costume-workshop-project-completed
https://www.insidermedia.com/news/midlands/rsc-costume-workshop-project-completed
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Disclaimer: The contents of this document are based on the latest data available and the contribution of regional 
partners in a fast paced environment, therefore we urge caution in its use and application 
For any queries please contact the lead Authors:  
 
Rebecca Riley   R.Riley@Bham.ac.uk                       
Alice Pugh A.Pugh@Bham.ac.uk  
Delma Dwight Delma_Dwight@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk  
Anne Green A.E.Green.1@bham.ac.uk  
 
 
This programme of briefings is funded by the West Midlands Combined Authority, Research England and UKRI 
(Research England Development Fund)  
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